Vocational and Technical School Ogulin
Tradition of 130 years

1885. – School for processing wood and the production of watches

Urarska škola

1910. - Apprenticeship school

1929./1930. - Trade and commerce school

1935./1936. - Specialized school

1996. - Vocational and Technical School Ogulin
Four year education:

- Electrician
- Computer technician
- Technician for rail traffic

Three year education:

- Mechanic
- Machinist
- Plumber
- Hairdresser
- Carpenter
Ogulin solitary bees hotel

CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION
Project goals:

- General project goal - capacity building, enabling work continuity and realization of program activities
Activity plan:

- Sketch of hotel and dwelling
- Building of hotel and dwelling
- Request for buying required material
- Building of instructive panel
- Project presentation
Choosing locations

- In a collaboration with the Town of Ogulin, two locations have been chosen to place the hotels for useful insects.
- First location is Sabljaci lake, popular excursion destination for all visitors of Ogulin and its surroundings.
- Second location is in the center of the town, park placed next to First Primary School of Ogulin. Location has been chosen cause of its frequency.
Chosen locations
Target market

- Ecotourism as a branch of tourism with an annual growth of 10-20% is in many parts neglected. Teachers and students of the Vocational and Technical School Ogulin in this project see the improvement of the tourist offer of the Ogulin area, and the attraction of a large number of tourists in the city, where the hotel and residence would be located. The town of Ogulin visits more and more guests from the Far East who stay in the city shortly, and this project certainly attracts attention and could extended their stay.
- With the construction of hotels and homes for bees, students aim to activate ecological awareness and acquaintance with the beauty of the City of Ogulin and its wider environment.
- Further development of the hotel can be achieved through the setting up of multimedia content that will be made by students as part of their final papers.
Partners

In the realization of the project „Ogulin solitary bees hotel” participated:

- Town of Ogulin
- Tourist Board of Ogulin
- Ogulin Advisory Service
Members of the team

- Martin Moguš, 3a, Electrician
- Luka Matešić, 3a, Electrician
- Luka Turković, 3a, Electrician
- Eugen Sopek, 3d, Plumer
- Ivan Kasunić, 3d, Plumer
- Mateo Kolaković, 4a, Electrician
- Mentor: David Fabijan
The process

Sketch making
Building hotels
Building dwelling for hedgehogs
Solar panel
Prezentation of project at 12. Ogulin days of fairytale with creative workshop
Prezentation of project at 12. Ogulin days of fairytale with creative workshop
Prezentation of project at 12. Ogulin days of fairytale with creative workshop
Prezentation of project at 12. Ogulin days of fairytale with creative workshop
Placing hotel at Sabljaci lake
Placing hotel at Sabljaci lake
Placing hotel at Sabljaci lake
Placing hotel in town
Placing hotel in town
Placing hotel in town